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ABSTRACT

In the last decade, Independent component analysis (ICA) be-

comes one of the most important signal processing tools. Many

algorithms have been proposed to separate successfully mono-

dimensional signals from their observed mixed signals. Re-

cently, ICA has been applied to face recognition problem. In

this manuscript, a new idea for image encryption and decryp-

tion schemes, based on ICA, is proposed. Using some mixing

procedure as an encryption method, one can hide useful infor-

mation transmitted over wireless channels. The main idea of our

approach is to secure the transmitted information at two levels:

classical level using standard keys and second level (spatial di-

versity) using independent transmitters. In the second level, a

hacker should intercept not one channel but all of them in order

to retrieve the information. At designed receiver, one can easily

apply ICA algorithms to decrypt the received signals and retrieve

the information.

Keywords: Decorrelation, Second order Statistics, Whiteness,

Blind separation of sources, Image Encryption / Decryption.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, advanced wireless communication systems have

been widely used in different fields such as internet connections

(WIFI), mobil phone, some security systems, etc. Transmitted

signals can be generally intercepted by non authorized persons.

For that reason, it becomes highly recommended to transmit en-

crypted data.

To reduce needed time to carry out this encrytion operation,

methods using optical images processors have been recently de-

veloped thanks to commercial availability of Spatial Light Mod-

ulators (SLM). Indeed, image processing techniques in coherent

optics based on filtering, can be used to carry out image recog-

nition [1]. Similar techniques can also be used to encrypt a two-

dimensional information [2]. The authors of [2] propose an en-

cryption method based on optical filtering which is particularly

interesting to deal with huge images. Its main idea consists of

multiplying the image spectrum with one or more defined masks.

This results can be considered as a modification of the spectral

distribution in order encrypt images.

Using Independent Component Analysis (ICA), we propose,

here, new image encryption and decryption schemes. In fact,

ICA has been used to solve Blind Source Separation (BSS) prob-

lem [3,4,5]. Actually, BSS has been found in many applications

[3] such as: Wireless communication systems (Mobile phone,

Spatial Division Multiple Access, free hand phone), speech en-

hancement. Recently, BSS has been introduced in face recogni-

tion problems [6,7].

To our knowledge, image encryption algorithms content special

techniques based on keys to hide information, see fig. 1. By

The authors would like to thank Bougusz for his contributions to

simulations.

Fig. 1. A classical Encryptio/Decryption Scheme.

known these keys, one can easily decode the secure information.

To enforce this level, we are suggesting one use spatial diversity

to increase the security level of our transmitted data, see fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows the scheme of our ecryption/decription system.

In previous papers [1,2], we proposed algorithms using classi-

cal technic. Eventhough, the new structure are using two secure

levels, we only emphasis, here, the second level (ICA level). We

should mention here that the ICA level can be used alone to reach

a normal security transmission.

Fig. 2. A new Encryptio/Decryption Scheme: The inputs Di can

be encrypted images Si (high security level: since two encryp-

tion techniques have been considered) or images of interest Ii

(normal security level).

In this manuscript, ICA along with some mixing techniques

are used to enforce data encryption using spatial or temporal di-

versity. In fact, our idea consists on sending the mixed encrypted

data using divers sequences. These sequences can send in two

different ways:

• Spatial diversity: using different independent transmit-

ters.

• Temporal diversity: over the same channel, the sequences

are transmitted in different orders, i.e. in similar way

to ”interlaced” algorithms used in digital communication.

One should mention here, that the sequence levels can be

considered as new encryption keys.

Using the new encryption scheme and in order to retrieve trans-

mitted information, a hacker should, at same time, know the keys

and successfully intercept our different independent transmitted

sequences.
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2. MODEL & APPROACH

In blind separation of sources (BSS) problem, one should re-

trieve p unknown mixed signals (sources) by only using q ob-

served mixing signals [3,4]. The sources are assumed to be sta-

tistically independent from each other [8]. Let S(n) = (si(n))
denotes the source vector and X(n) = (xi(n)) be the mixing

(observed) signals. The relationship between S(n) and X(n)
can be written as following:

X(n) = A (S(n), · · · , S(n − L)) (1)

where A represents the channel effect and it can be any func-

tionial. It is well known that the last equation, in general case

(without any assumption about A or S(n)), represents a generic

problem that can not be solved. In the case of static memoryless

channel, equation (1) can be simplified as following:

X(n) = AS(n) (2)

In this case, A becomes a real or a complex scalar matrix. This

channel is called an instantaneous mixture model. It is well

known that the separation of model (2) can be done using ICA

techniques based on the independence assumption of sources [8].

We should mention here that the separation can be achieved up

to a permutation and a scale factor.

The key point to our application consists on the fact that the sep-

aration can be done without knowledge on sources or channel

parameters. In the literature, one can find many algorithms to

conduct the separation [3]. These algorithms, generally, use dif-

ferent approaches: The minimization of a cost function based on

High Order Statistics (HOS) [9,10], the maximization of mutual

information [11], using geometrical concepts [12], etc.

Most of ICA algorithms deal with the separation of mon-

dimensional signals (i.e speech, telecommunication signals, · · ·).
However, in our application, the sources consists of images. In

order to apply ICA algorithms in our application, preprocessing

and post-processing steps are required.

2.1. Preprocessing & Post-Processing

Our images which can be considered matrices of pixels, should

firstly transformed to vectors. The last transformation can be

done using Vec operator1 as a preprocessing step at the transmit-

ter. To inverse this transformation, one should use Mat2 operator

as a post-processing step at the receiver.

Most of ICA algorithms consider the signals as zeros mean-

signals. This statement can not be justified in our applica-

tion. However, one can easily make our transformed images

by Vec as zero mean vector by using a simple mean estimator

Vc = V ec(image1)−E{V ec(image1)}. Once the separation

of the received transformed images is done, one should add con-

stant values to our images to get positive values of our pixels.

Some ICA algorithms, such as FASTICA [13] (see the following

subsection), consist of two steps:

• Whitening: Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

based on second order statistics of observed signals, one

can simplify the mixing model by transforming the mix-

ing matrix to a permutation mixing matrix. In fact, it is

know that separation matrix A can be decomposed [14] as

the product of two matrices A = WU , where W is a spa-

tial decorrelation matrix and U is an unitary one. Comon

[15] proved that one can estimate W by using a simple

Cholesky factorization [14] of the covariance matrix of

the observed signals.

1The vec operator creates a column vector from a matrix A by stack-

ing the column vectors of A.
2Mat operator is the inverse of Vec operator.

• Rotation: In this stage, high order statistics criteria can be

used to estimate the residual permutation mixing matrix,

i.e. U .

We should mention that at the output of whitening stage the sig-

nals are spatially decorrelated. In other words, the correlation

matrix of these signals becomes a definite positive diagonal ma-

trix. After whitening process, one can apply FastICA algorithm

to separate the received signals (the vectors of our images).

2.2. FastICA

In [13], Hyvarinen and Oja proposed an algorithm called Fas-

tICA which stands for “Fast Fixed Point Algorithm for Indepen-

dent Component Analysis”. Their algorithm uses the fact that the

kurtosis3 of a Gaussian signal [16,17] is zero. On the other hand,

it is well known that mixing signals generates close to Gaussian

signals, as the application of central limit theorem.

FastICA can be considered as a deflation approach since the al-

gorithm try to separate the mixing by extracting one signal after

another. In their approach, Hyvarinen and Oja suggest the max-

imization of a contrast function based on a simplified version of

the kyrtosis. The maximization is done with respect to a norm

constraint according to a vector b. The maximization is done us-

ing a Lagrangian method. Finally the vector b is updated using a

gradient algorithm.

3. IMAGE ENCRYPTION METHOD

Data encryption is mainly used for some security reasons. This

process consists in making illegally intercepted data as useless as

possible. In other words, information will be hidden and lost in

any intercepted data without the authorization of the sender. This

permission can realized by many ways: already known pass-

words, a given hardware circuit, known decryption methods or

by splitting information or data into many parts which should be

sent separately.

By using ICA algorithms, such as FASTICA, we are aiming to

reach mainly two goals:

• First of all, we encrypt our principal image by mixing up

N images. Then several mixed images should be trans-

mitted.

• At receiver (destination), the decryption process should

be fast and easily implemented. At the same time, the

extracted image should be of high quality.

In order to achieve our task of image encryption and decryption

using ICA algorithms, pre- and post-processing steps have to be

done, see previous section. To clarify the idea, let us consider the

case of encrypt one useful image I1 which is 256 × 256 pixels,

as example, we consider the image of LENA figure (3).

In the following, we present a method to generate useless im-

ages and to mix these images with our original image I1. From

hereinafter, the useless generated image is called auxiliary im-

ages. At this level, it seems that we are increasing the dimension

of the transmitted images, since we are adding auxiliary images.

In real world applications, multi-media data should be transmit-

ted over secure channel. In order to encrypt a video sequence,

auxiliary images can be easily generated using images from our

video sequence.

3.1. Generation of statistically independent images

It has been mentioned before that the useful image I1 should be

mixed up with other images. However, we should pay attention

to the choice of auxiliary images which is of great importance

mainly to reach the following three goals:

3The kurtosis is a normalized fourth order cumulant.
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Fig. 3. Information image I1 is a 256 × 256 pixels grayscale

image of ”LENA”

Fig. 4. An image L2 obtained as the output of a low-pass filter

when its input is an uniformly distributed random image.

• G1: Auxiliary images should be statistically independent

of each other and independent of image I1. This is the

main assumption in any ICA algorithms.

• G2: It is well known that the separation of mixed sources

can be done if at most one of the sources is a Gaussian

signal. In this case, we should select auxiliary images

such that their vector is as far as possible from Gaussian

signals.

• G3: The auxiliary images should be chosen such that the

original image I1 is completely hidden and it can not be

recognized from any obtained mixed image.

Our experimental study show that a first auxiliary image A1, of

256 × 256 pixels, can be easily generate by considering all the

pixels as uniformly distributed random variables. It is clear that

image A1 satisfies the first two reasons G1 and G2. To reach

G3, one should well select the variance of the pixels and the

parameters the mixing matrix A, see next subsection.

To generate another auxiliary image A2, we firstly create an

image L0 similar to the first auxiliary image A1. Then another

image L2 has been generated by applying a low-pass filter on

L0, see figure 4. Finally, the second auxiliary image A2 is the

output of an inverse Fourier transform applied on L2.

As it has been already mentioned, that to reach G3, one can

modify the generation parameters (variance, low-pass filter pa-

rameters) of the two auxiliary images. However, this is not the

only way since the mixing parameters (i.e. the coefficients of the

mixing matrix A) have great influences on the separation perfor-

mances.

3.2. Mixed images

The instantaneous model, see equation (2), can be applied in our

application as following:

X(n) = A
(

V ec(I1) V ec(A1) V ec(A2)
)T

(3)

Fig. 5. Three mixed images (encrypted images).

where A = (ai) is the mixing matrix, V T is the transpose of V ,

V ec(I1) is a (256)2 × 1 colon vector and X(n) is a 3× (256)2

real matrix who stands for the mixed signals. The coefficients ai

of A should be selected to satisfy two constraints:

• To achieve the separation, matrix A should be an invert-

ible matrix, i.e. det(A) 6= 0.

• The values of ai have great influences on the third en-

cryption goal G3.

Figure 5 show us the three mixed images. These images can be

transmitted using wireless communications using two different

way: one can transmit them at the same time using three different

channels or they can be transmitted at different instances using

the same channel.

We should mention here that the encryption results are very

nice since the LENA image is completely hidden. The encryp-

tion technic presented in this section can be generalized to en-

crypt any number of useful images Ii. In fact, one can consider

the other images as auxiliary images. However, we should pay

attention that at the decryption stage, at most one of useful image

can have Gaussian distribution.

4. DECRYPTION

As it was shown in previous section, the encryption of useful im-

age (“Lena”) was successfully done. After the encryption step,

it is necessary to manage the decryption, so that the receiver can

retrieve the information. In this part, we will present and vali-

date a decryption method that will help us to find back the useful

data by treating the 3 mixed images Mix1, Mix2 and Mix3 with

an ICA algorithm. By applying FastICA over the mixed signals,

one can retrieve the originals signals (i.e. the Vec of our orig-

inal images), so that we can decrypted Lena. The main point4

here is that the decryption can be done without any knowledge

about the mixing matrix, or original images (auxiliary and use-

ful images). Once the three Vec have been obtained, three Mat

operators should applied in order to retrieve the original images.

We should mention that the decryption is only possible when the

original images are statistically independent.

In order to corroborate our approach, many experimental studies

have been conducted. In the following, a standard simulation re-

sults are shown. Once we encrypt and obtain the 3 mixed images

4This point can be considered as flexibility degree at the transmission

stage.
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Fig. 6. Input and output images using our Encryption /decryp-

tion method

Mix1, Mix2 and Mix3, we apply our method to these mixed im-

ages and we obtain images shown on figure (6) as outputs. The

last figure shows that the decryption of LENA image is success-

fully done. As a performance index, we use MSE (Mean square

error) which measures the difference between the output image

(decrypted image) and the input one. By calling LENA the im-

age to be encrypted ((N ×N) pixels), LENA-EST the estimated

image (decrypted ((N × N) pixels)), the MSE equation is pre-

sented on Equ(4.

MSE =
1

N

∑

i,j

(|LENA(i, j)| − |LENA − est(i, j)|) (4)

By applying the MSE to the mixed images of figure (6), we

obtain: MSE = 0.0692. The quality of the obtained images

and the small obtained value of MSE prove the effectiveness of

our approach [18].

5. CONCLUSION

Here, it has been shown that by using ICA algorithm one can ob-

tain an effectiveness image encryption tool. To illustrate this ef-

fectiveness, simulation results using three images are presented.

Obviously, this approach can be generalized for N images which

implies a significant increasing of computational efforts and pro-

cessing time.

Our method shows that it is now possible to transfer data using

a bi-dimensional signal while protecting it from an unspecified

user. The useful signal will just have to be mixed with other in-

dependent signals. The data is encrypted since it can not be used

by whoever doesn’t have the authorization from the sender.

For our future works, we are looking to improve the perfor-

mances of our approach and to minimize the processing time

needed in order to consider much more useful images. Color

images should be also considered.

Finally, we should mention that we are succeeded to develop a

new encryption/compression algorithm using the idea presented

here along with other techniques based on special transforma-

tions. The new algorithm is beyond the scop of this manuscript

and it will presented in future work.
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